
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SHERLOCK HOLMES: 
THE ADVENTURE OF THE MISGUIDED IDEALIST 

 
A screenplay by Mike Cummins 



 1. EXT. FARTHING MANSION. DAY. 
     
     
    CLOSE UP SHOT - A BROWN PAPER PACKAGED PARCEL. THE 
    ADDRESS LABEL IS WRITTEN IN INK AND READS: 
     
     
    LORD PENNYFARTHING 
    FARTHING MANSION 
    LONDON 
    YE OLDE ENGLAND 
     
     
    We then cut to a shot of a POSTMAN (really JACK  FENNING 
    in disguise) carrying the parcel to the front d oor of 
    Farthing Mansion. 
     
     
    THE POSTMAN pushes the parcel - which is about the size 
    of a novel - through the letterbox of Farthing Mansion. 
     
     
    THE POSTMAN then leaves. As he reaches the gate s he looks 
    back at the mansion and has a sinister chuckle to himself 
    before donning a pair of 1960's style sunglasse s. 
     
     
                                                      CUT TO: 
     
     
 2. INT. FARTHING MANSION. DAY. 
     
     
    The parcel is lying upon the doormat below the letterbox. 
     
     
    After a few moments LORD PENNYFARTHING walks ov er and 
    picks up the parcel. 
     
     
                     LORD PENNYFARTHING 
                    (Speaking to himself) 
              I thought I paid maids to pick up 
                         my post... 
     
     
    LORD PENNYFARTHING examines the parcel and then  begins to 
    open it. 
     
     
    As soon as he unfolds the first flap of brown p aper the 
    parcel explodes! 
     
     
    STOCK SHOT - FOOTAGE OF THE MUSHROOM CLOUD CAUSED BY AN 
    ATOMIC EXPLOSION. 
     
     
    ...The parcel was an atomic letter bomb. 
     
     



                                               FADE  TO BLACK. 
     
     
    *** TITLE SEQUENCE *** 
     
     
 3. EXT. BOTTOM OF CRATER. DAY. 
     
     
    What was once Farthing Mansion is now a huge cr ater. 
     
     
    The sky is purple. 
     
     
    INSPECTOR LESTRADE is examining some soil in th e palm of 
    his hand. The soil has glistening silver partic les in it. 
     
     
    LESTRADE looks up and sees SHERLOCK HOLMES and DOCTOR 
    WATSON approaching. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
              (Nodding towards the purple sky) 
              Bit of a pea-souper, what Holmes? 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
            Really Inspector, if you must drag me 
              away from Baker Street to such a 
                      forsaken spot at least 
           have the decency to treat the situation 
                     with some respect. 
     
     
                           WATSON 
                      Jolly right too! 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
          I assume that this crater was previously 
                         Farthing Mansion? 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
                      Spot on, Holmes! 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
             And that, I deduce, is Miss Juliet 
             Pennyfarthing, the daughter of the  
               now deceased Lord Pennyfarthing. 
     
     
    INSERT SHOT - JULIET PENNYFARTHING AT THE FAR S IDE OF THE 
    CRATER. SHE IS PLACING A SINGLE RED ROSE CAREFU LLY UPON 
    THE GROUND. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 



                Right again, Holmes!  Bravo! 
               She was visiting her cousin in 
           Cornwall at the time of the explosion. 
     
           But what I'd really like to know is... 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                   (Interrupting LESTRADE) 
          ...is what kind of diabolical concoction 
           could cause an explosion so great that 
          it totally destroys a Grade Three listed 
           building and also turns the sky purple? 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
                    My thoughts exactly! 
     
     
                           WATSON 
               Mumble...mumble...mumble...Holmes. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
           I'm sorry, I didn't quite catch that... 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
          The good doctor was pointing out that to 
            totally destroy something it must by 
          ground down to the finest grain. So it is  
              highly likely that some swine has 
              discovered a substance which can 
                deconstruct something to it's 
                       'atomic' level. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
                         Poppycock! 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
               Furthermore, I believe that our 
             purple sky is caused by these tiny 
             grains floating in the atmosphere! 
     
     
    JULIET PENNYFARTHING walks over to the three me n. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
           Ah!  Miss Pennyfarthing, this is Mister 
           Sherlock Holmes and Doctor John Watson. 
           Gentlemen, this is Miss Pennyfarthing. 
     
     
                           WATSON 
          Mumble...mumble...mumble... Gynaecology, 
                           Holmes! 
     
     



                           JULIET 
                        (Innocently) 
 
                 Gynaecology?  What is that? 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                      Stamp collecting! 
     
     
    As they speak, JACK FENNING is at the top ridge  of the 
    crater aiming a laser-sighted bamboo blowpipe a t JULIET. 
     
     
    INSERT SHOT - JACK LOOKING DOWN AT HOLMES & COM PANY IN 
    THE CRATER. THEN HE AIMS THE LASER SIGHT AT JUL IET. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                        (continuing) 
            May I offer my condolences upon your 
                     tragic bereavement. 
     
     
    Suddenly Holmes notices a red dot moving around  on 
    JULIET's neck. 
     
     
    HOLMES glances up and sees JACK at the ridge of  the 
    crater. 
     
     
    HOLMES dives on JULIET and thrusts her towards the 
    ground. 
     
     
    INSERT SHOT - JACK FIRES THE DART FROM THE BLOW PIPE. 
     
     
    The dart misses everybody in the crater by mere  inches 
    and embeds itself in the ground behind them. 
     
     
    WATSON withdraws his service revolver. But JACK  has gone 
    from the ridge. WATSON replaces the gun into hi s jacket 
    pocket. 
     
     
    HOLMES springs to his feet and races off toward s the area 
    of the ridge where JACK fired from. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
               Hurry up!  There is not a moment 
                          to lose! 
     
     
                                                      CUT TO: 
     
     
 4. EXT. TOP RIDGE OF CRATER. DAY 



     
     
    LESTRADE, HOLMES and WATSON are searching the a rea where 
    JACK fired his blowpipe from. 
     
     
    JULIET stands alone, unable to help. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
              Well Holmes, the scoundrel hasn't 
                left us any clues whatsoever! 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
             Are you blind man!?!  Look at this 
                           shoe print! 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
              So what does the shoe print tell 
                        you, Holmes? 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
          The print tells me that the man - for it 
          is most assuredly a male shoe - was five 
         foot and eleven inches high, had dark hair , 
         a mole on one of his armpits and plays the  
           banjo - badly!  The scarring across the 
          right shoe indicates that they have been 
              worn for the purpose of digging. 
     
     
                 The soil, however, is much 
       more informative. As you may recall, Lestrad e, 
          I am the author of a small monograph upon  
          the subject of soil types, and I can tell  
         you that the soil embedded in the tread of  
         these shoe prints can only be found in the  
               quaint village of Bogglesworth! 
     
     
                                                      CUT TO: 
     
     
 5. EXT. BOGGLESWORTH - MAIN VILLAGE STREET. DAY. 
     
     
    HOLMES and WATSON arrive at the village street.  
     
     
    HOLMES arrives. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
               I see that bungling fool Lestrade 
                   hasn't arrived as yet. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 



                Did I hear my name mentioned? 
     
     
    LESTRADE approaches from another direction. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
        Look what the lads at The Yard have found.. . 
     
     
    LESTRADE produces an old newspaper from his ins ide 
    pocket, which he passes over to HOLMES. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                       By Jove!  It's 
                 another similar explosion 
            to the one that killed Pennyfarthing, 
             an explosion in Russia over twenty 
                        years ago!?! 
     
     
                           WATSON 
                      Pip pip, Holmes! 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
             Yes, I can picture the panic on the 
             faces of those Russian peasants... 
     
     
    The Russian Anthem begins to play on the soundt rack. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                        (Continuing) 
            ...as they stared at that mysterious 
                           cloud. 
     
          Russian peasants - quaint, ill mannered, 
          uneducated potato farmers that they are. 
          Still loyal to their monarch as the fair 
            spirited working classes of this fine 
            land of ours are loyal to the Queen. 
     
          Yes Watson, it makes me proud to live in 
               this country of God's blessing. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
                     Here here, Holmes! 
     
     
    The Russian Anthem stops. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
             It transpires that this was not the 
               first of these mysterious, all 
                    consuming explosions! 
     



           But for now I must look for clues as to 
          the villain's whereabouts, which must be 
                         close by... 
     
     
                                                     CUT TO: 
     
     
  6.INT. JACK'S HIDEOUT. DAY. 
     
     
    Starting from the blowpipe, which is on a table  top, we 
    pan across the dank room to see JACK sitting at  a 
    table. He is working on something on the table.  
     
     
    JACK heats up an old fashioned soldering iron o ver a 
    candle flame. 
     
     
    Once hot, he moves the soldering iron over to h is work - 
    a computer circuit board! 
     
     
                                                      CUT TO: 
     
     
  7.EXT. BOGGLESWORTH. DAY. 
     
     
    WATSON and LESTRADE are standing in the middle of the 
    quint English village of Bogglesworth. 
     
     
    HOLMES is examining a wall. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
                    Well, have your famed 
              deductive skills noticed anything 
                          untoward? 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                       Not at present. 
     
     
    The bell in the village church chimes out. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                   The church!  Of course! 
                         I'm a fool! 
     
     
    HOLMES races off towards the church. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                    Follow me, gentlemen! 
     



                   ...And bring a shovel! 
     
     
                                                     FADE TO: 
     
     
  8.EXT. BOGGLESWORTH CHURCH GRAVEYARD. DAY. 
     
     
    HOLMES races to the middle of the graveyard. He  stops and 
    surveys the place. 
     
     
    WATSON and LESTRADE follow. LESTRADE is carryin g a 
    shovel. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
                     Steady on, Holmes! 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
            Do you not understand?  The would-be 
             assassin's shoe prints showed signs 
             that they'd been worn for digging. 
     
           The only digging which would take place 
            in a village such as this would be in 
                        a graveyard! 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
             Nobody likes a smart-arse, Holmes. 
     
     
    LESTRADE rests the shovel on the ground. The sh ovel 
    causes a hollow thud as it taps the ground. 
     
     
    HOLMES gives the shovel his full attention. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
            Do that again. Tap the floor with the 
                        shovel again. 
     
     
    LESTRADE follows his instructions. Again there is a 
    hollow thud. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
               Start digging there, Lestrade! 
     
     
    HOLMES points to where the shovel rests upon th e ground. 
     
     
                                                     FADE TO: 
     
     



  9.INT. JACK'S HIDEOUT. DAY. 
     
     
    JACK is not in his hideout. 
     
     
    We hear a tapping noise, and then the ceiling b egins to 
    crumble. LESTRADE's shovel comes through the ce iling. 
     
     
    As the dust clears we can see HOLMES, WATSON an d LESTRADE 
    staring through the hole in the ceiling - the h ideout is 
    directly beneath the graveyard! 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
               As I thought - a hidden crypt! 
     
              Would you care to do the honours, 
                          Lestrade? 
     
     
    HOLMES gestures for LESTRADE to climb down into  the 
    underground hideout. 
     
     
    LESTRADE climbs down. HOLMES and WATSON follow.  
     
     
                           HOLMES 
           Be prepared with your revolver, Watson. 
     
     
    WATSON takes his revolver from his coat pocket.  
     
     
    They begin to search the various rooms of the h ideout. 
     
     
    At the table where JACK had been previously wor king on 
    the circuit board, HOLMES finds a scrap of pape r. He 
    picks it up. 
     
 
                           WATSON 
             Mumble...mumble...mumble... Holmes! 
     
     
    WATSON is holding a newspaper which he has foun d on the 
    floor. 
     
     
    The headline of the newspaper reads: TITANIC SI NKS! 
     
     
    HOLMES grabs the newspaper from WATSON. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
             Good Lord!  This newspaper is dated 
           April 16th. 1912 - fourteen years from 



                            now! 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
                Obviously a clever forgery... 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
          Not so, Inspector... look at the texture 
                       of the paper... 
     
     
    HOLMES produces his magnifying glass from his p ocket. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                        (Continuing) 
           ...nothing of that quality can be made 
            by the equipment presently available. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
                    Here's another one... 
     
     
    LESTRADE picks up a newspaper from the floor. T he 
    headline reads: FREDDIE STARR ATE MY HAMSTER! 
     
     
    HOLMES flips through the 'Titanic' newspaper an d notices 
    an article... 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
              Good God!  It says here that Lord 
           Pennyfarthing was present at the launch 
                 of this ship, The Titanic. 
     
     
                           WATSON 
         Mumble...mumble...mumble... Pennyfarthing' s 
                        dead, Holmes! 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
             In which case, the villian we seek 
              must be able alter the outcome of 
              future events. Presumably he uses 
            a device which operates upon the same 
             theory as the crystal balls used by 
                simple fortune telling folk. 
     
     
    HOLMES suddenly remembers the scrap of paper he  found on 
    the desk. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
           The fiend must be taking another of his 
           fiendish bombs to the address written  
                   on this scrap of paper! 



     
     
                          LESTRADE 
              And where's that, Mister Holmes? 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
           The townhouse of Lord British-Telecom! 
     
     
                                                      CUT TO: 
     
     
 10.EXT. LORD BRITISH-TELECOM'S HOUSE. DAY. 
     
     
    Establishing shot. 
     
     
                                                      CUT TO: 
     
     
 11.INT. LORD BRITISH-TELECOM'S HOUSE. DAY. 
     
     
    A parcel identical to the one which killed LORD  
    PENNYFATHING drops through the letterbox and on to the 
    doormat. 
     
     
    A few moments later LORD BRITISH-TELECOM's MAID  sees the 
    parcel on the doormat and picks it up. 
     
     
    LORD BRITISH-TELECOM comes down the stairs. 
     
     
                    LORD BRITISH-TELECOM 
                  What have you got there? 
     
     
                            MAID 
                   Parcel for you, M'Lud. 
     
     
                    LORD BRITISH-TELECOM 
              Well... let's be having it then. 
     
     
    MAID takes the parcel over to him. 
     
     
                    LORD BRITISH-TELECOM 
                    (Examining the label) 
                   Dash funny handwriting. 
     
     
    He begins to open the parcel. 
     
     
 



    Suddenly there is a manic knocking at the front  door. 
     
     
                    LORD BRITISH-TELECOM 
              See who that is will you, wench. 
     
     
    MAID walks over to the door. 
     
     
    LORD BRITISH-TELECOM continues to open the parc el. 
     
     
    MAID opens the door. HOLMES, WATSON and LESTRAD E burst 
    in. 
     
     
                           WATSON 
                Mumble...mumble...mumble...! 
     
     
                    LORD BRITISH-TELECOM 
                 What in blazes did he say? 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
              He said: DON'T OPEN THE PARCEL - 
                        IT'S A BOMB! 
     
     
    LORD BRITISH-TELECOM drops the parcel in shock.  
     
     
    MAID faints. 
     
     
    WATSON lunges forward and grabs the parcel befo re it hits 
    the floor. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                     Good show, Watson! 
     
           My Lord, would you be so helpful as to 
              tell me when the parcel arrived? 
     
     
                    LORD BRITISH-TELECOM 
          Well...it wasn't there half-an-hour ago. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
           Which means that the man we're looking 
              for could still be at the railway 
                          station! 
     
               Watson!  Lestrade!  Follow me! 
     
     
    The three of them rush out of the still open do or. WATSON 
    takes the parcel bomb with him. 



     
     
                    LORD BRITISH-TELECOM 
                         (To himself) 
               Funny beggars these Londoners. 
     
     
                                                     FADE TO: 
     
     
 12.EXT. RAILWAY STATION. DAY. 
     
     
    HOLMES, WATSON and LESTRADE arrive at the quiet  country 
    railway station. 
     
     
    The only other person on the platform is a Capt ain Ahab 
    type SEA CAPTAIN. He is looking up and down the  railway 
    track with a telescope, which he never removes from his 
    eye! 
     
     
    HOLMES and Co. walk over to him. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
            Sir!  Have you been siting here long? 
     
     
                         SEA CAPTAIN 
              Man and boy, Sir... Man and boy! 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                   Has a train stopped here in 
                   the last half-an-hour? 
     
     
                         SEA CAPTAIN 
         I reckon there ain't, Sir...I reckon there  
                           ain't. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
           Well, has anybody been on this platform 
                  in the past half-an-hour? 
     
     
                         SEA CAPTAIN 
             Two landlubbers, Sir - a man and a 
                   dame...Two landlubbers! 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
            A woman?  My God, the swine must have 
               kidnapped Juliet Pennyfarthing! 
     
     
                            HOLMES 
             What makes you say that, Inspector? 



     
     
                          LESTRADE 
           Because I asked her to meet us at Lord 
            British-Telecom's house and she never 
                         showed up. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                 You asked her to do what!?! 
     
                 You bungling fool Lestrade! 
     
     
                         SEA CAPTAIN 
          Asked the way to the stone circle he did.  
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                  Who did?  The landlubber? 
     
     
                         SEA CAPTAIN 
                       Aye, Sir...Aye. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
              We must get to Wovefirth Circle, 
                        Immediately! 
     
     
    HOLMES races off. WATSON and LESTRADE follow hi m. 
     
     
    INSERT SHOT - VIEW OF A STEAM TRAIN THROUGH THE  SEA 
    CAPTAIN'S TELESCOPE. THE TRAIN BLOWS IT'S WHIST LE. 
     
     
                         SEA CAPTAIN 
                      THAR SHE BLOWS!!! 
     
     
                                                      CUT TO: 
     
     
 13.EXT. WOVEFIRTH CIRCLE. DAY. 
     
     
    JACK drags JULIET PENNYFARTHING into the middle  of the 
    stone circle. JULIET's hands are tied behind he r back. 
     
     
    JACK is dressed in black jeans and black T-shir t. He is 
    also wearing some 1960's style sunglasses. 
     
     
                           JULIET 
                 Let me go, you rapscallion! 
     
     
                            JACK 



                   Close you mouth, baby. 
     
     
                           JULIET 
                        What are you? 
     
     
                            JACK 
                I'm a beatnik, chick. Dig it? 
     
     
    JACK get a small cloth bag from his pocket and takes some 
    stones from it. He then starts to lay the stone s on the 
    ground. 
     
     
                                                      CUT TO: 
     
     
 14.EXT. PATH. DAY 
     
     
    HOLMES is running along the path. LESTRADE and WATSON are 
    some distance behind him. LESTRADE and WATSON a re out of 
    breath. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
                         (Shouting) 
                     Steady on, Holmes! 
     
     
    HOLMES stops and waits for the other two to cat ch him up. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
          I demand to know what's going on, Holmes.  
     
     
                           HOLMES 
             The explosion in Russia took place 
                on April 27th. 1876 and Lord 
                Pennyfarthing was blown up on 
            April 27th this year. Today we foiled 
            the attempt on Lord British-Telecom's 
                            life. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
             And today is April 30th.  So what? 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
           All the murders have occurred only days 
           before the Walpurgis Night Sabbat which 
               is cursed by the Devil himself! 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
          You think that our villain is in cohorts 
            with the Prince of Darkness, Holmes? 



     
     
                           HOLMES 
          Exactly, and I suspect that the scoundrel  
          is at this very moment being assisted in 
          his escape by his Satan god at Wovefirth 
            Stone Circle. Where on this very day 
          the powers of darkness are at their peak!  
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
              My God, Holmes!  That fiend's got 
                Miss Pennyfarthing with him! 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
            Precisely!  So if you don't mind I'll 
          race on ahead and attempt to rescue that 
                     unfortunate maiden! 
     
               Watson, give me your revolver! 
     
     
    WATSON hands HOLMES the revolver. 
     
     
    HOLMES rushes off towards Wovefirth Circle. 
     
     
                                                      CUT TO: 
     
     
 15.EXT. WOVEFIRTH CIRCLE. DAY. 
     
     
    JACK has arranged the stones from the bag to fo rm a 
    circle on the ground. 
     
     
    JACK is chanting. 
     
     
    HOLMES appears at the perimeter of the stone ci rcle. He 
    points the revolver at JACK. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                         (Shouting) 
           Release Miss Pennyfarthing, you fiend! 
     
     
    JACK continues chanting. 
     
     
                           JULIET 
                         (Shouting) 
          Thank the Lord you're here Mister Holmes!  
     
     
    JACK concludes his chanting. He looks towards H OLMES. 
     



     
    HOLMES begins to walk toward the centre of the circle. He 
    is still pointing the revolver at JACK. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
         You've got your unholy pact with the Devil , 
                  you don't need the lady! 
     
     
                            JACK 
            But I do need her, Daddy-o. All I've 
           done so far is to kill her father, but 
                  not the evil that he created! 
     
              You see, Holmes, this woman - his 
              daughter - has taken his place in 
              history as the creator of mustard 
                            gas. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
               So you can see the future, eh? 
     
            Surely if you kill her somebody else 
            will create this 'mustard gas?' that 
                        you speak of? 
     
     
                            JACK 
           Exactly, Holmesbaby!  I'm a cursed man. 
          You see, I wrote a poem about how I would  
         sell my soul to rid the world of inventors  
           of weapons. Through a series of events 
          beyond my control the poem fell into the 
            hands of Satan himself. Without even 
            consulting me, he granted my fanciful 
                          request. 
 
     
           So now I must spend eternity travelling 
         through the ages, eradicating the creators  
         of machines of destruction. But as I erase  
           one of these people, another instantly 
           takes their place. Such is the balance 
          of nature, baby-o. So a simple pipe dream  
                 is now an unending quest... 
     
     
    JACK clenches a fist and stabs the palm of his hand with 
    his fingernails. His hand begins to bleed. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                        You're crazy! 
     
     
                            JACK 
              It's a crazy mixed up world, pop! 
     
     



    The blood drips into the centre of the small ri ng of 
    stones that JACK has previously laid out. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
             Then why kill you victims with such 
                   extraordinary devices? 
     
     
                            JACK 
            How can anybody trace something which 
                   has yet to be invented? 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
            'Yet to be invented?' - you can't see 
                 the future, you're from it! 
     
     
    As a result of the blood, the small ring of sto nes 
    suddenly erupts into a huge swirling vortex! 
     
     
    JACK grabs JULIET and drags her towards the vor tex. 
     
     
                            JACK 
            New plan, chick: you're coming to the 
             future with me where you can do no 
                           damage. 
     
     
    HOLMES fires all six cylinder of the revolver a t 
    JACK. JACK is unaffected by the bullets. 
     
     
                            JACK 
                Bullet-proof shirt, Daddy-o! 
     
     
    HOLMES runs to JULIET's rescue. 
     
     
    JACK throws JULIET to the ground. 
     
     
                           JULIET 
                 Why don't you just kill me? 
     
     
                            JACK 
             It's uncool to hurt a chick, chick. 
     
     
    JACK raises his blowpipe. 
     
     
    WATSON and LESTRADE arrive at the perimeter of the stone 
    circle. 
     
     



                          LESTRADE 
                     What the blazes!?! 
     
     
    JACK fires a dart at HOLMES. It sticks into the  back of 
    HOLMES' hand. 
     
     
                            JACK 
                  Gotta split, Holmesbaby! 
     
     
    JACK picks up JULIET and drags her to the edge of the 
    vortex. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                         (Shouting) 
             Watson!  Use your cigarette case to 
          reflect the sun into the villain's eyes! 
     
     
    HOLMES removes the dart from his hand and then sucks out 
    the poison. 
     
                           HOLMES 
                Whoa... This is good stuff... 
     
     
    WATSON takes his silver cigarette case and uses  it to 
    reflect the sun into JACK's eyes. This momentar ily blinds 
    JACK. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
                     Good show, Watson! 
     
     
    HOLMES runs towards JACK and JULIET. 
     
     
    HOLMES grabs JULIET in a rugby tackle and both of them 
    tumble to the ground. 
     
     
    JACK - still blinded - stumbles into the vortex  and 
    vanishes... 
     
     
    The vortex quickly begins to disappear. 
     
     
    HOLMES reaches into his inside jacket pocket an d produced 
    the parcel bomb which was sent to LORD BRITISH 
    TELECOM. HOLMES throws the parcel into the vort ex. 
     
     
    The vortex completely disappears. 
     
     
                           JULIET 



                  Thank you, Mister Holmes. 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
             All part of an Englishman's duty to 
                  Queen and Country, madam. 
     
     
    WATSON and LESTRADE walk over to HOLMES and JUL IET. 
    
     
                           WATSON 
           Mumble...mumble...mumble... That about, 
                           Holmes? 
     
     
    HOLMES stand up and helps JULIET to her feet. 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
          Yes, and what's happened to our suspect? 
     
     
                           HOLMES 
            I wager that he didn't have the time 
             to gain control over the vortex. So 
              both he and his devilish bomb are 
           adrift in - if I understand the science 
                correctly - Time and Space... 
     
     
                          LESTRADE 
                  And good riddance I say! 
     
                           HOLMES 
          Could you possibly get hold of some more 
              of the drug on this dart, Watson? 
     
     
                                                      CUT TO: 
     
     
 16.INT. VORTEX. 
     
     
    The inside of the vortex is like a swirling kal eidoscope. 
     
     
    Then a location begins to form through the swir ling 
    patterns... 
     
     
                                                     FADE TO: 
     
     
 17.EXT. DESERT. DAY. 
     
     
    As the vortex clears we see JACK regaining cons ciousness 
    in the middle of a desert. 
     



     
    On the ground nearby is the parcel bomb. 
     
     
    A lone U.S. SOLDIER (dressed in a uniform circa  1945) 
    approaches and picks up the parcel bomb. 
     
     
    JACK rubs his eyes and surveys his new surround ings. Then 
    he sees the U.S. SOLDIER with the parcel. 
     
     
                            JACK 
                       No, daddy, no! 
     
     
    The U.S. SOLDIER unfolds the first flap of the parcel - 
    immediately it explodes... 
     
     
    STOCK SHOT - FOOTAGE OF THE MUSHROOM CLOUD CAUSED BY AN 
    ATOMIC EXPLOSION. 
     
     
    As the mushroom cloud fills the screen we hear the voice 
    of a U.S GENERAL: 
     
     
                        U.S. GENERAL 
             God dammit, Mr. Oppenheimer, I knew 
                    that baby would work! 
     
     
    A caption appears over the mushroom cloud: 
     
     
    ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO. 16TH JULY 1945. 
     
     
                                               FADE  TO BLACK. 


